1st Annual Thursday Mixed State Tournament Golf Goof

When: Saturday April 16th - First Tee Time is 3:52PM
Where: Highland Hills Golf Course, Greeley Co.
	2200 Clubhouse Drive
	(970) 330 - 7327
Cost: $25 includes cart, green fees, and $1.50 prize fund

Format: Two person scramble.  Both players in the scramble pair tee off from the appropriate tees (Blue for Men, Red for Women).  Both players in the pair decide which shot of the two to play.  Both players then hit from the same spot (within 1 club length of original lie).  This continues until one of the players holes the ball.  At least 2 tee shots must be used from each player.

Tee Times:
3:52 – Dan Vachon & Dutch
	Mike Corbett & Lou Santora
3:59 – Judy Dodds & Nancy Bicanovsky
	Lola Jovanovich & Cooky Cox
4:06 – Steve Mosier & Doug Coffey
	Mick Jovanovich & Karaoke Tom
4:13 – Jon Scovel & Sue Scovel
	Randy Payne & Lori Buck
4:20 – John Massongill & Gordon Scott
	Rocky Morales & BJ Eddy
4:27 – Kevin Palcic & Ben Harris
	Frank Ketchmark & Ralph Gonzales
4:34 – Penny Kline & Steve Rynning
	Elmo Gallardo & Connie Gallardo
4:41 – Brian Andersen & Mikey
	Donna Hutchinson & Frank Homer

Contests: Several of the holes will have special contests running on them, and some of the holes will have special rules about them.  Prizes will be given to the winners of each contest, and following the strange rules on each hole can cause a drastic increase in your total score.  Below is a list of the contests and rules, and the holes they are on:

1 - Pool Hall Putt - On this hole all players must putt using a pool cue that will be on the green. No putters allowed.  Please leave the pool cue on the left or right side of the green when you are done... It may get lost if it ends up in the rough.

2 - Toilet Seat Putt - On this hole there will be a toilet seat around the hole.  The ball must be holed without moving the toilet seat.  This can be done by putting through the opening in front, or by trying to jump the seat around the back side.  

3 - Avalanche Putt - On this hole all players must putt using a hockey stick that will be on the green. No putters allowed.  Please leave the hockey stick on the left or right side of the green when you are done.

4 - Long Wong Dong -  Longest drive in the fairway. There will be two markers on this hole; one for the women, and one for the men.  

5 - Wrong Way Tee - On this par 3, all players must tee off opposite-handed from their respective tee box using a club on the tee box or from another players bag within your foursome.  What this means is if you normally hit right handed, you must tee off left handed using a left handed club.  Vice Versa if you are a left (keep an eye on Frank...Gotta watch those lefties :-)  Closest to Pin wins.  On this closest to pin hole, the closest to pin shot does NOT need to be on the green.  Whatever shot is closer to the pin will win, whether it is in the rough, fringe, fairway, or green.  After the initial wrong way tee shot, you play the rest of the whole from your regular side.

6 - Long Shot Putt - Longest made putt wins this contest.  Putt must be made from the green, putts from the fringe do not count.

7 – Foot Wedge Putt – I am sure none of us have ever resorted to using the foot wedge on the course, but in this case it’s OK.   No putters allowed on the 7th green.  Once on the green, the ball must be foot-wedged (kicked) into the hole.   Each kick should be counted as a stroke.

8 - Short People Got No Reason - Shortest drive in the fairway wins.  Anyone can win this one!  Longest drive winners are ineligible :-)

9 - Close Encounters - Closest to the pin wins.  There will be two markers on this hole; one for the women, and one for the men.  Unlike Wrong Way Tee on hole 5, closest to pin on this hole MUST be on the green. 

Prizes: Longest Drive Ladies (4), Longest Drive Men (4), Wrong Way Tee closet to pin (5),  Longest Putt (6), Shortest Drive (8), Closest to pin Ladies (9), Closest to pin Men (9), 1st and 2nd place Highest Total Score, and 1st and 2nd place Lowest Total Score.  There may be other prizes for Most Stylin’ Golfer, Most Fun Golfer, etc…

Say hey to the Tournament Photographers Debbie Wilson and Anna Corbett, if you cross paths!!  Remember to smile, and most of all, HAVE FUN!!!!



